“Pathway to Reconnection” Trio
Art of Raising Frequency™ High Vibrational Art and
Chakra Key Healing Discs™ that synergize well with
the Pathway to Reconnection Trio… Children of
Light, Temple of Power, Root of Peace

“Pathway to Reconnection” Trio
This phenomenal combination offers energetic support for anyone whose life has been fragmented by
trauma, and needs the spiritual and emotional reconnection that will restore their wholeness. Rose Quartz
Palladium, Smoky Quartz and Apophyllite/Sage Aura Gold combine to create a formidable trio: gentle
opening of the heart to offer unconditional love for oneself and others; exceptional grounding, protection
and emotional stability; powerful, cleansing energies to clear away anger and negativity. Collectively, the
harmonized vibrations of this bowl set will assist a gentle process of shift and reconnection, promoting a
gradual and sustained recovery from the chronic effects of deep-seated trauma.

“Pathway to Reconnection” Trio…
Discount Price $3850.00, also includes 3 Chakra Healing Discs!
Normal Retail $4332.00
Apophyllite and Sage Aura Gold Alchemy 9” (Tone D – 40: Supports the Sacral Chakra)
This wonderful combination of alchemies helps provide healthy alignment of crown and heart chakras.
Apophyllite brings in frequencies of liquid light, providing a crystal clear quantum field and source of infinite,
cleansing energy. Sage aura gold epitomizes “reconnective healing through the heart”… it can help heal at
cellular and emotional levels, restoring the heart to its purity of love.
Smoky Quartz Alchemy 8” (Tone F# -50: Supports the High Heart Chakra, Thymus and Immune System)
Smoky quartz is an exceptional spiritual grounding stone that is both purifying and protective. It transmutes
negative energies, effectively clarifying them so they are positive and healthy once again. Smokey quartz
connects us energetically with the earth, and helps manifest our core strength. It helps overcome negative
fears and emotions, by removing emotional blockages and purging the aura of hidden conflicts and anger.
Rose Palladium Alchemy 6” (Tone A -30: Supports the Third Eye Chakra)
A beautiful, soothing bowl carrying alchemies that gently open the heart and speak to love in all its forms. A
perfect tool to restore belief in love for oneself and for others.
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